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. . . . for this is the first time that I haveity to speak throuq[ lhg_^channeI, though Ithe channel tor mafif rEBF€r. years. can you'/
Yes "

had the opportun-
have been with
hear me?

I am the one that was known as Scout. Some of you might
remember some of the little tricks that I played when Idid not have my own way when a gathering took place in
the past .but I have been waiting for the opportuniLy,
for you see I had to progress to that level of which I
arrived at within the last few vibrations around the chan-
neI. And tonight the Chief has given me the permission to
speak to you. You will have to speak up, because I do notyet understand if I am speaking loud enough or not.
You're doing fine.
I have spoke through others but not this particular channel.
There is a Professor that stands by that is waiting to use
the channel after I finish my litlle talk. It is Professor
Wong that wishes to talk to you. You can tell your channel
that I went along on the silver bird on the trip back to my
homeland and if you woul-d remind him of some things that
happened, you would have to blame me for changing the vibra-
tions creating a different energy to let him know I was inhis presence. fn the past I have been as you might sayr
rambunctious at tj-mes. I have done things that annoyed him
a great deal, but I was only doing it to let him know that
I was one of the band, but of the youngest in the band.
My little friend, Tammy, is not here aL the moment but will
be here before the session is over. Just as young chj-ldren
have problems on the earth planer we have problems of a dif-
ferent calibre on our own plane. As I said, she will join
you after, when she finishes the work of a circle that is
now taking place in Essex, EngIand.
Scout, Rdy I ask you a question?

Speak your
Was it you
was it you
entity?
It was I,
OK, thank you.

We startled the Japanese

Yes you did. (Laughter
couple, didnrt we?

from all) .

words, fty son.

that caused, on the last morning of the trip,
that caused the object to move, or was it another

along with Professor Wong.
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This is something new for me to adjust the energy. Itm
sti1l not sure whether you can hear my voice or not.
We can hear your voice.
f do not want to come through sounding like a 1itt1e child.
I said to the Chief, that when you a11ow me to speak throguh
the medium, I promise f will speak as an aduIt, not as a
child, because I want to sound more professional than the
kid.
(Laugher)

Scout, were you an American Tndian or were you an Hawaiian?
I have been so many; I was in Hawaii long before the white
man set foot on the islands. I was there with this channel;
he was at one time long after we were together--he sailed
in the waters of the islands and according to your history
books, he discovered the islands....
Yes.

...but he was not the only one. There were others before
him, except they did not get credit for it.
Scout, could you explain the parallel between the entities
you are talking about right now, discovering the islands, andthe present channel, and why is there such a strong para11e1
with numbers?

The channel that is now being used convey my own words was
the person that we mentioned that sailed into those waters.
There is another man witlrin your group that is being dis-
cussed over here now. That is the second mate on the ship.
Also reincarnated in the present time. Would there be any-
body else besides the voice that is speaking to me? Are
there any other men in your group?

Yes, there are.
There would be a man that they are describing here by the
name of Pau1.

Yes, Scout.
Then you would have been in that lifetime
the one that was the assistant of, as you
Captain of the ship_. , -AS far as the dates
dales would tie inwttth" present dates of
understand?
Yes, but why? What is the reason for theis there one?

the first mate
would sayr to
are concerned,
the channel.

back paralleI?

Ithe
the

Do you

OrSidney:
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There is a cycle of, as you call it timer w€ call it vigra-
tion that it makes it easier for us to reincarnate. Just as
you have cycles of seasonal chanqes and you have a calendar to
go by that would give you a close date r or an estimated time
We also,have a change of vibration in our world; and as these
vibrations change, which could be as much as one, two, three

aRd four hundred years inbetween, it just so happened that the
dates fell very close to the same dates in both cases.

Yes, very much so. Thank you.
I have control at the moment, and the energy is stabl-e. If
there are no other questions, then I would turn this over to
somebody that would be more versed in your communication and
answers. If there are no questions, then we will proceed.

Thank your Scout.
Good evening, fry spirit friends.
Good evenl-ngr.

As I touch the energy freguency of your solar plexus tonight,
it gives me great pleasure to touch back with you after several
of your earth days since we gathered. f, too, was on the trip
and, as the young 1ad was explaining, we wenL back to the
shores of where we were together many lifetimes. I was at
that lifeti-mer &S you would understand it today, and your
channel will be able to explain it to your I was labeled
as a Kahuna, and so was the channel that is now being used.
I did not return in this cycle of time into solid energy.
I have finished my cycle of lifetimes, and" now reside in the
worl,d of spirit. But yet I must guide this channel and help
him throughout his lifetime, for we were teachqls--together.
For many y"ars he misunderstood the clairaudi-"n€ou8$ my name
and cal1ed it Bongr €rs you would spe11 it - B O N G. I am
Professor W O N G, you can probably tell how easy it would
be hearing this, especially as a Southerner, when they
canrt usually detect any of the sounds correctly.
(Laugher)

Most of them, when we work with them in the beginning, it's
as if they have a mouth of hot marbles. But it takes a long
tj-me for us to work with them so that they will know our
right name and I am surprised that he remembers the name
after all these years. But I had him write it on so many
boxes and trees and everywhere he went, he woul-d always
remember Bong. Now he has to change his way of thinking, and
think of Wong. But I have been with him in many lands, long
before the Islands hold the shape that they are in today.
For if you move back many eons dgo, you will find that the
Hawaiian Island chain as you know it today, was part of a
continent that stretched toward the southern end of South
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(Continued) America, and i-t was the continent of Lemuria.
When the changes took place and a massive earthquake came
about, most of the continent disappeared under the sea.
We were at that time on the part that disappeared. You
will talk to your channel, and if he wants to admit it,
he is very much draid of water, especially if he cannot see
the bottom. It is because of that tragedy that happened at
the time that millions of people drowned within seconds.
After that point of timer we reincarnated and we lived on
the island, and in the experience that this channel has had
within the last few days, he would have gone to the' as you
call it, burial grounds, of where he was buried in another
life. It was at that time that hi-s hands started bleeding,
and thi,s is only part of what we intended to prove to him,
for in that li-fe, this is what happened that at the times
he was performing psychic surgeryr dS you know it today,
and healing. There was not one foot of the islands that
was covered, that we were not there with him to view the
beauty and all of the surroundings. It is comforting to
me that I might be able to share some of these events with
you. The time is soon when there will be othere manifesta-
tions taking place around the channel to bring proof to other
people of the existence of spirit. And there is one thing
that he is deLermined to do, and that is to bring the truth
to those that are ready for it, that the man that you know
as Jesus the Christ was the greatest of all medi-ums that has
every walked the earth. There were other great mediums before
him, but none as great and as powerful as the man that you
know as Jesus the Christ.
I have with me, at the moment, a Professor that has not
spoken through this channel before. He would like to use the
channel while the energy is high. Address him only as Professor'
for he refuses to give any past identification. He is not in-
terested in that. He is interested in guiding you and your
group. So I'm going to leave you, and I am going to 1et the
Professor take over. But before he takes over, I must release
the, and change the energy wave, to someone that you are quite
familiar with...
Well, hello out there.
He1lo, Tammy.

I don't whether I can adjust this voice or not. My goodness,
all them high muckamucks have been talki-ng to hj-m. Hold on
a minute and Iet's see what we can do. ..
She adjusted, a1I right...
HoLd on just a minute...He don't know it, but we sort of,
one of our guides went ahead tonight, and sort of urged one
of you people out there to buy him a bottle, and he's got
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a bottle in here whethere you know it or not. But there
ain't no hootch in it, if thatts what you call it. It'sjust some juice, and so hold on a minute and we'Il see
if we canrt get some more of that down the 9u11et....
We had a litt1e trouble there. We hit his nose three times
with the bottle, but we finally got it down the throat I
think. I'm sorry f'm late. I had some work to do over
in England, so as soon as I got out of that cabinet over
there I just buzzed right across that ocean, and here I
am. And this is kind of an exciting night here, because
we got so many people here, and therers a bunch of people
from the Islands here, Hawaiians, that canrt speak a word
of what you could understand, but theyrre right here join-
ing with us and if all of them suddenly solidified..you all
know what that means.. this cabinet wouldnrt hold them. The
whole cabinet would just bulge right out. It would look like
a big lady thatrs pregnant. So therers no way that they're
going to be able to do that, and so Irm going to stop jabber-
ing here and turn this over to the Professor and, he said for
me to te1l you that, before he gets started, if you have
any questions, direct it to Paul, and Paul will answer them
and that way we can set it the cabinet and just listen, and
we wonrt have to bother using up all this energy. And then,
if Paul cantt answer them, that there Jewish boy can, and he
can give you answers that would curl your hair. Might not be
true, but when the lights are turned out, you know, he kind
of gets carrj-ed away. A11 right, Iet me stop this foolish-
ness here and hold on just a minute..you know we have to
readjust the energy because it would sound funny if the
Professor's voice sounded like mine I te1I you, Hold on a
minute...
Good evening.
Good evening.
I have been asked to step up and use the channel, and at this
time I will ask that Mr. Sidney Schwartz

. .Yes. .

be the helper of the cabinet, and direct your comments to
certain ones of your group and keep it in order rather than
the instructions come fromthe cabinet.
oK.

OK, we'll start with Paul and work our way aroundr 6rs far as
the questions that we want to ask.
Good evening spirit, Professor.
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Professor: Good evening.
Paul:

Professor:

Irve been hearing through various..through other mediums
and tapes that the earth changes, because of the knowledge
that man has gained, will not be as serious as what has been
predicted, but I'm not really sure what to believe, and lrve
been thinking abouL this. In a way, I would, ..what I know
now, I would rather see the earth changes happen and so that
we can start off again in a better way. Could you give me
some more inforrnation on this?
As I look down through the dense corrupted energy that is
being created by the ignorance of man I am seeing a great
deal of people that label themselves as mediums that mis-
lead the masses. There will be changes and the changes will
not vary from what has already been told you. DO NOT confuse
your own intellect by listeneing to so many different, as you
call it, mediums. You should, when the time,,comes, have a
talk with the channel. There you can understand why so many
of those that call themselves mediums are merely on ego
trips. You can aLso talk to the man that is helpi-ng with
the coordinating of the cabinet at the moment, Mr. Schwartz,
and he will tell you a great deal about the Old Testament.
The O1d Testament and all of its ridiculous 1aws, were writ-
ten down as it would come through the different channels at
the time. This is why we have said to the masses through
every channel that we areable to speak through.,whereas they
did not change our words, we requested that the people use
their own mlnd to sort out what they fe1t was right and
discard what they felt was wrong.

So you have to filter a certain amount of filtering that you
have to d"o?

Use your own common sense.

ivlm Hmm Is there any spiritual or other guidance
otherwise which you can give me right now?

You, my friendrare like so many others. I do not say this
to put you down, but you feel that you are not progressing
fast enough. It is l"ike climbing a tall mountain. You want
to be at the top before you have a chance to leave the bottom.
You are prog'ressing very well. You must remember that it
is your own spiritual body that we are functioning with and
operating with and as it is now, that body is encased in solid
energy, which is the physical. It is not at all easy for us
to work with that body while it's encased inthe physical.
It would be similar to being encased in a cylinder of solid
leadr so it is not easy for us to do so. You are progressi-ng,
as has already been said. Continue on. Do not try to step
faster than you re capable of stepping. We will guide you, for
there are many of us. For every one that surrounds this medium
also surrounds all of you at times. A11 of you would be

Paul:

Professor:
Paul:

Professor:
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Professor: (Continued) similar to chicks that belong to the motherhen. We watch over all of you simply because our medium
is very interested i-n all of you and how you progress. You
are NEVER a1one. Do you understand?

Paul: Yes, thank your Professor.
Sidney: Next.
Polly: I wonder if you have any particular guidance for me?

Professor: Some people might not address you as young lady, but we ad-
dress you as young lady, for your gracj-ous madam, you have
lived here many lifetimes. You have helped more in the last
twelve of your earth years that at any time. You do not
reali-ze it, but it is spiritual help.... (Tape turned over)
(Professor waits for the signal to continue)

Paul-: You may speak.
Professor: Thank you.

Josef: Welcome, Professor. My question is, ..(disruption.)
professor: we are waiting for your word 

water container spilled)

Joe: Excuse me Profesor, but there was a slight accident. Thequestion is, . .

Professor: There is talk on this side that the tide is rising.
Joe: Yes, thatrs about what happened.

Professor: If someone has to go to the bathroom, you may leave.
Sidney: Go ahead.

Joe: Professor, my questions is, at this time my energy seems to
be unstable..at times it's up and then at times it's down.
I feel as though I'm going through another energy field,
concerning physically and menta1Iy, and my psychic abilities"
Could you teIl me what i-s going on?

Professor: You must rememberr my son, that you cannot functj-on in a spir-
itual way unless all conditions are workingi in a positive man-
ner for you. At the moment, there would be negative energy
fields created within the structure of the family causing a
change of vibration. You must bide your time r orr ds you
would hear on your own plane, you must sail your ship through
the storm that you are now in. Eventually, things will level
off for you, but this wi-ll still take several months accord-
ing to your measurement of time. You will come out of this
in a more positive manner than you can see at the moment.
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I thank you, but my second questions is: what changes are
there in my workplace because I don't feel- f thank you
for the job that has been given to me but I don't feel
as though I'm happy with it.
You must stay with what you ae doing for a while. And sub-
mit, as you call it, resumes for another job that would come
up at a later date. The problem in your work place would
be the 1ow leve1 of the people that you function with.
Spiritually, they are on the lowest level of the scale.
You have risen above it. You will be guided when the
time comes to take another path.
Thank your Spirit, and Irm ready for that other path.
Next.
Do you have a message for me this evening?
As I look at the pages of evergy herer you will find that
the year that you are j-n now, the first half of the year,
you will feel as if you are ridingr ds you call it, a roller
coaster. But eventually, things will level- off. You must
rid your physical body of the condition that you did not
rea11y know you had, which would be simil-ar to a virus r or as
you call it, a cold. It has settled in other parts of your
body, causing you to be somewhat uncomfortable and somewhat
irritable and causing things to bother you. At the moment
you would say to us, that you do not have any of this. But
we tell you that you do. You must eat properly and take the
proper precautions to rid your body of thJ-s, of which j-s
different than what you term the ordinary cold. Then you
will find as you move into the warmer weather that things
are looking brighter for you.
Do you have any suggestions on how to get rid of this cold.?

..We suggest that you find yourself some sassafrass tea
and drink a great deal of it without adding anything to it.
It witl clear your system of the problem faster than anything
else which you could purchase.
Thank you.

Next.
Good evening, Professor. I would like to know more about the
para1lels between the two different energies of light and our
thoughts, and ftd like to know rf, just like light can bounce
off a mirror and produce our visual reality, do our thoughts
so to speak bounce off a spiritual mirror to produce our
physical reality, and is this what you mean by everything we
have in our world you had in your world first in the form of
our thought energy?
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You are absolutely right. If you would but meditate on
this yourself, since you have lived many lives, in different
planets, even in the present timer you ask yourself what
are you doing here? As if you are marooned on an island.
It is because of the past life and the past lives and all
of the experiences that you have accumulated. You are sIowly
rising above all of the mundane problems and conditions of
your earth plane. You are coming into the realization that
the world of spirit is none other than a higher vibrati-on,
and everything that exists around you now was created in the
world of spirit before it was given to your world through
man's mind. We have si-ngled you outr ds well as many others,
...we are going to have to ask you to pause for a moment...
We do not want to break the connection...
Can you hear me out there?
Yes.

frve taken over for just a minute here. T knew this was
goinq to happen. Hold on a minute Can you hear me?

Yes.

We did it that time without hitting him in the nose
right, just a minute, I'm going to step back.

A11

As I was saying, the freguency that you vibrate in on your
plane and the vibrations of spirit..it would be similar to
what you would call frequencies of radio..You on the earth
plane now and everythingi around you vibrate in a very Iow
rate of vibration. fn our world we operate like at the
other end of the spectrum, the higher end of the spectrum.
Everything in our worl-d vibrates so fast that you could
not possibly see it unless we slow it down, but if we slow
it down, then you have to increase your vibration, of which
at the moment, you do not know how to do. In time, you will
help a great deal of people, but you will demonstrate in a
scientific way how it's possible for the two worlds to funciton
intermeshed, one with the other. When the opportunity comes,
please do not put it aside because your world at the moment
is on the threshhold of great changes dealing with under-
standing of this work. Irregardless of what others might
say, there is more knowledge coming from this small nucleus
that you are involved in at the moment than you could imagine.
At the moment, you do not realize what we have done and what
we are doing and what we will d"o. You will be part of this
master planr ds well as Lhe rest of the people that would be
in your circle at the moment. Do you understand?
Yes, I do, and is this what you mean by the facL that you
cannot judge us,but you only produce what we think, whether
it be something of beauty all the way to a nuclear submarine,
whatever we think of you have to produce, because of the fact
that you cannot judge us?

Kent:
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We do not judgeThis is possible. This is true.just judge one another!
you. You

So, in other words, w€ just produce our own plastic society.
It's notrlike you sai-d, dt a low frequency it has no meaning

This is true. This is why you do not fe11 that you are apart of the world as it exists at the moment. You feel tot-
a1ly out of place and would want to escape. But where are
you going? You must continue on the mission, of which,
at the momentr you do not quite understand. You are way ahead
of your time as far as intellect. You knew all of this
knowledge before but because of a minor stubborn streak you
did not override that until the last three of your earth
years. Many doors will open to you as you go on in your
present calendar year. And seven years to follow. You will
understand more as you move forward. You are at the moment
in a depressed state and therefore you cannot vj-brate prop-
er1y. You will learn to stabilize yourself and the energy
around you as you reach further in the warmer part of your
year. Do you understand?
Yes, I do.

Next.
we are having a l-ittle problem with energy. Just a moment
We would wonder if you could possibly help us out while we
pause?

Singing In the Garden.

Thank you. The energy has increased. And if there is any-
one in the group that would like a better understanding of
the singing and how it increases the energy, all you have to
do is ask the young man that we last spoke to and he would
explain it to you. Letrs continue on there.
Good evening, Professor. I have several concerns if there
is time enough to share. I want to thank you for using me
as a channel for healing. T appreciate people telling me
that it does come through and that it does help them a lot.
I was told recently that I need some surgery. Can I take
care of this with spi-ritual heal-ing or do I real1y need it?
You must rememberr my child, that we are able to work through
the surgeons on your own plane. The MINOR surgery that you
are referring to is necessary. We will be there when the
time comes. Do not put it off. We will work with you in
the chapel as well as we will in the operating room.

Thank you. I feel better about it now. I also have started
studying numerology, which seems to be another way of channel-
ing information and messages. Is this a good thing?

Katy:
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Professor: It is most assuredly a good thing. You can talk with IvIr.
Schwartz and he would explain to you a lot of numbers corre-late.

Katy: Very good, because Irm really enjoying it. One other question,
or comment. This past...just a short time ago during the
Christmas vacati-on, before I went on my vacation, the channel
told me, ..medium that you are using this eveningr..gave me a
messagie from a Scout and told me where to go in California
to see a memorial, an Indian memorial. I went where we were
told that we thought was the right place. And I do believe
that it was this pile of stones that we were told was an
Indian grave. Was this where we were to have gone?

Pro fes sor :

Katy:

Yes, this was the place.
was also running water.
Thatrs right.

Not too far from the pile of stones

the location. The Indian that was,
there, has been with you throughout

Professor: This, most assuredly, was
whose remains were buried
this whole lifetime.

Katy:
Sidney:

Thank you. Next.
Good evening, Professor.

Professor: Good evening.
Sidney: I have about three questions. I hope they'11 be short enough

to get them in with the energy allotted me.

Professor: Because we ask you to be the helper of the cabinet, you're g,o-
ing to take advantage of the medium and throw more questions
at him.

Sidney: I'11 try not. Ir11 be quick. In becoming aware of the phil-
osphy of the Hunas, Irm interested in knowing, or validating
the fact that the Hunas began in Lemuria and then went to
Egypt. Were they the lost tribes of Israel? Did Moses
understand this philosophy and then, eventually, did it end
up back in Hawaii? Is that correct?

Professor: Yourve got it right but yourve got it wrong, my friend.
Sidney: oK.

Professor: You would find that it originated in Egypt and then a blend-
ing of Israel, and then eventually it went to the Islands be-
cause they were escaping.

Sidney: They were escaping what?
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looking for a land that they could carry out
philosophy without being bothered by others.

Then Moses understood the Huna?

Moses understood the Huna.

Were the lost ten tribes of Israel
that ...did they end up in Hawaii?

were these people

They ended up in one of the islands,' but not the Hawaiian
Islands. But eventually their offsprings...to and blended
in with those people that originally came from Egypt and
wound up going to the Hawaiian Islands.
Thank you. I hope I wonrt offend anyone on the other side,but there is something that I don't understand. From whatI've.,rgad about the Hunats--unfortunately, it's not thatmuchj::but their philosophy seems to be very highly evolved,but yet Irm confused as to how the Kahunas in Hawaii prac-ticed certain techniques of praying people to death r or humansacrifice which f don't...doesn't seem to correl-ate. Will
you explain, please.
If you go back in your research, which you have, you wouldfind that in your own country, going back hundreds and
hundreds of years, there were human sacrifices, as well
as in South America or Mexico. It was simply because atthe time people understood the working of spirit, they un-derstood the gifts of the spirit, but through their ignor-
ance they thought that the greatest thing that they couldgive is their own life,to sacrifice thej-r own life, of some
member of their own family. They thought that this wouldraise them above everybody e1se. It was only due to theignorance. You said that they were so evo1ved....yes, theywere, and no, thelz weren't. They, again, thought, thatgiving their own life would be the best thing that they
could do.

When someone believes something incorrectly like that...
do they still have a karmic debt to pay for, even though. .

Professor: Yes, they do.

Sidney:

PROJECT

Professor: They were
their own

Sidney:
Profes sor:
Sidney:

Professor:

Sidney:

Profes sor:

Sidney:

Lee:

Professor:
Lee:

...they thought it was right? One last question, if I may..
which I canrt seem to place right now. I guess Irm not
supposed to ask it. Next.
Good evening', Professor.
Good evening.
I would like to know that..if, when I give absent healing
if Irm really being effecting, and, if Irm not effective,
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(Continued) how can I be more effective.
You are as effective being a beacon for absent healing
as the lighthouse would be on a darkened shore. You must
not question it. You have what you term a brain. You
have the capacity to send out thoughts. You have the
capacity to send out positive heali-ng energy, which j-s
none other than 1ove. Love is the positive energy which'
will heal. Your energy, your healing energyr ds you term
it your absent healing, is taking place. You must re-_
member, that in your world todayr so many people when they
become sick or they have an accident, the first thing they
say is, "Oh, God help me.r' And when "God'l , the Spirit
working through you, very seldom does one of them say
"f have been helped. I have been healed. I'm well." So
you will very seldom hearing of any of your results. Rest
assured, your healing is taking place.
Well, that was my concern. I wasZ$8fFi"a about making sure
that I was being effective, not that I was asking for credit
or thanks, for I donrt feel that I should ask. I think that
is a gift that has been gJ-ven me and I should use it.
You must remember that you're dealing with energies that
are invisible. And sometimes, if you can't see something, or
if you can't touch it, it is sometimes hard for you to believe
that it exists. But within you and every one of your own
groupr you are likened to that of a radio transmitter. Yourre
transmitting energy out through the capacity that you were
born with. Continue on with this. You have no reason to be
concerned.
Thank your Professor.
Welcome, Professor. I greatly..have been greatly appreciat-
ing the guidelines that you have been giving me. Can you
help me to understand something that happened to me a while
ago? This was back in Seattle. I was laying in a garden,
and all of a sudden, I was in this whole different place,
and I had been to this place many times before, but I was
never allowed to remember it when I left this place. And,
to me, it was like a fairy ki-ngdom, and there were beautiful
mountai-ns, and hi1Is, and these little fairy people, and these
people were using me to feel what i-t was like on earth, and
at that time I could feel what it was like to be them. And
they communicated to me without worf,g^the reason that they
are not an active part of us here ofi'^Earth is that there
isnrt enough sincere belief in them, and that there is still
too much hardness between us here for them to want to be a
part of us. And while I was in this place, I remembered that
I couldnrt remember this place when I left it before, and I
remember squeezing this opening in my mind so that f could
remember it, and I COULD remember it. Could you cornment on
this, please?
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The location, the actual location, that you are referringto...you would have to go back many hundreds of years to
what you know now as the Islands, the Hawaiian Islands.It would be the one that you term the Garden fsland. At
that particular time, the channel that i-s now being used
was the Kahuna, or the teacher, dL the time, and you were
merely the student. This took place in a valley where
the mountains joined, and as you looked down you would be
able to see the beautiful ocean. This was what you might
even term a garden of Eden. But you would have to go back
many vibrations ago. Many things have happened to change
the face of that land at the moment. This was why you were
drawn to go there in this lifetime, and when you were able
to finish up what we wanted you to dr, it was then that con-
ditj-ons came up and that you left the Islands to come back
to your mainland. In time, you will have other experiences
and you will see vividly any past experiences that took.
place then.
Spirit, do you have any messages for me? In the present time?
You must follow with the pattern that you have in motion at
the moment. There is a reason that you are here in the group.
From traveling around the globe and finding yourself in this
area. We have no message other than to stay on course as you
have been. Continue wi-th your spiritual growth. Be careful
on who you talk with or share your own philosophy and beliefs.
They can create neqative energy fields around you that would.
be damaging to your own self. Do you understand?
Yes, Spirit, thank you.

Next.
Professor, you answered my question; I was curious about why
Susan and I had spent several years in Hawaii, and frm sat-
isfied with the answer that you gave her for I feel that it
applies to me as weIl.
It does apply to you. For if you l-ook back in the pages of
the past you would find that the both of you have been togeth-
er in many lifetimes. You would also find that you were mar-
ried in two lifetimes, but the lifetimes you had reversed your
gender. And now, in the presenL timer,you are drawn together
because of that spiritual bond (No loss of message due to
END oF TAPE 

nd of ta'e)


